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Abstract

The Spectral Deconvolution Algorithm (SDA) and SDA+ (extended SDA) methodologies can be employed to separate the fine and coarse mode extinction coefficients from measured total aerosol extinction coefficients, but their common use is currently limited to AERONET Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD). Here we provide the verification of the SDA+ methodology on a non-AERONET aerosol product, by applying it to fine and coarse mode nephelometer and Particle Soot Absorption Photometer (PSAP) data sets collected in the marine boundary layer. Using datasets collected on research vessels by NOAA PMEL, we demonstrate that with accurate input, SDA+ is able to predict the fine and coarse mode scattering and extinction coefficient partition in global data sets representing a range of aerosol regimes. However, in low-extinction regimes commonly found in the clean marine boundary layer, SDA+ output accuracy is sensitive to instrumental calibration errors. This work was extended to the calculation of coarse and fine mode scattering coefficients with similar success. This effort not only verifies the application of the SDA+ method to in situ data, but by inference verifies the method as a whole for a host of applications, including AERONET. Study results open the door to much more extensive use of nephelometers and PSAPs, with the ability to calculate fine and coarse mode scattering and extinction coefficients in field campaigns that do not have the resources to explicitly measure these values.

1 Introduction

One vital degree of freedom in aerosol optical characteristics is the partition between fine and coarse mode aerosol particles. While smaller Aiken/nucleation and larger giant modes contain significant aerosol particle number and mass, respectively, nucleation particles do not have significant surface area cross sections and giant particles have short residence times in the atmosphere. Thus, such particles only account for a second order contribution to the radiative budget. In their simplest form aerosol models
have a bimodal aerosol distribution with optically active fine (approximate diameter range: 0.1–1 µm) and coarse (approximate diameter range: 1–15 µm) particle sizes. These modes are often treated as independent, externally mixed particle size distributions which can extend into each other’s diameter space. While not fully physical (internal mixing of pollution on dust and the presence of more than two optically active modes are two possible perturbations), external mixing is an adequate assumption and an essentially robust scenario within the models, except perhaps in the most polluted or hazy environments (Eck et al., 2010, 2012). Fine mode particles, typically with a volume median diameter (VMD) between 0.2 and 0.5 µm, are largely produced by combustion including open biomass burning, biofuel use, and industrial pollution. Coarse mode particles, with VMDs on the order of 3–10 µm, are principally mechanically generated and include dust and sea salt. Hence, knowing the partition between fine and coarse modes within total aerosol extinction is important for estimating the anthropogenic aerosol burden and calculating the direct climate forcing caused by anthropogenic aerosols (e.g. Chin et al., 2004; Bates et al., 2006), as well as estimating the presence of smoke and volcanic sulfates (e.g. Ansmann et al., 2011). Furthermore, fine and coarse mode particles have distinct spectral behaviors. Coarse mode particles are generally spectrally flat at larger solar wavelengths, while fine mode particles rapidly fall off in extinction with increasing wavelength (e.g., Eck et al., 1999). Thus if the fine/coarse extinction and scattering partition can be constrained, much of their spectral behavior can be described (O’Neill et al., 2008).

Characterizing the bi-modal nature of optically active particles is an important design point of nearly all atmospheric aerosol field programs. Often, an impactor or other size selection device with a diameter size cut of 1 µm is used upstream of a nephelometer so that the fine mode scattering can be isolated. A simultaneous measurement of total scattering is sometimes also made, and the difference of fine from total yields coarse mode components. From these measurements, Submicron Fraction (SMF: submicron extinction coefficient divided by total extinction coefficient) can be calculated. While straightforward, there are difficulties with this method. First and foremost is that the
minimum between fine and coarse mode volume distributions, while dependent on relative humidity (RH), is rarely 1 µm but typically closer to 0.8 µm (e.g. Fitzgerald, 1991; Rissler et al., 2006) and part of the coarse mode often encroaches on the fine mode measurement (E. A. Reid et al., 2003; J. S. Reid, 2003, 2006) and vice versa (Eck et al., 2010, 2012). In marine or dusty conditions this can lead to substantial fine mode scattering coefficient measurement errors. The effect is clearly exacerbated by increasing cut diameters: the fine mode signature can be fully swamped by the coarse mode signature if a 2.5 µm size cut is used as is often done in association with air quality studies (e.g., Atwood et al., 2013). A second issue is that the difference method requires two nephelometers if simultaneous measurements are desired. To determine fine and coarse mode aerosol extinction coefficients, it is necessary to add two Particle Soot Absorption Photometers (PSAPs; Bond et al., 1999) or similar instrumentation to measure particle absorption coefficients. If particle hygroscopicity is to be studied with dry and humidified scattering coefficients measured, then at least four nephelometers are required for contiguous data of both fine and coarse mode scattering coefficients. This suite of instruments is unsupportable in smaller field campaigns and has rarely been achieved in historical data sets. Methodologies to retrospectively calculate fine and coarse mode scattering and extinction coefficients extend the usefulness of many data sets and provide greater global and historical knowledge of fine and coarse mode aerosol optical properties.

Within the realm of spectral sun photometer data, the fine/coarse partition and fine mode fraction (FMF: fine mode extinction divided by total extinction) are frequently generated products. Note that FMF is different than SMF in that FMF does not use an artificially generated cut point; the partition is determined by the actual minimum between the fine and coarse mode size distributions. Using almucantar sky radiance data, the Dubovik and King (2000) retrievals of aerosol particle size and optical properties from the AERONET sun photometer network are a mainstay of global aerosol science. However, such inversions are limited to sun photometers sites with sky scanning capability and to the necessarily coarse temporal resolution associated with sky
scanning measurements compared to extinction measurements (nominal sampling intervals of an hour (when solar zenith angle exceeds 45°) and 3 min respectively for the latest generation of AERONET instruments).

Soon thereafter, O’Neill et al. (2001a, 2003) developed a methodology using only Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) spectra to separate fine and coarse mode contributions to atmospheric AOD at a reference wavelength (typically taken at 500 nm). Their Spectral Deconvolution Algorithm (SDA) and its extension (SDA+) has since been applied to AERONET measurements, and has compared well to simultaneously derived Dubovik and King (2000) inversions of fine-coarse AOD partitions (O’Neill et al., 2003, 2012; Eck et al., 2010). One advantage of the SDA and SDA+ is that the separation into fine and coarse mode AOD is entirely based on the spectral properties of the AOD (plus assumed refractive indices in the 2nd order): no assumed diameter minimum between modes is necessary. The SDA and SDA+ have been used to extract fine and coarse mode AOD parameters measured by sun photometers in many locations with the results in agreement with direct aerosol measurements (e.g. measured aerosol size distributions) and the Dubovik and King inversions, including regimes dominated by coarse mode dust, fine mode pollution, Arctic, biomass burning and marine aerosols (e.g.: O’Neill et al., 2008; Eck et al., 2010; Salinas et al., 2013). The SDA has even been used to correct for thin cirrus contamination in AERONET data (Chen et al., 2012). Its optical coherence with lidar measurements of backscatter coefficient and depolarization ratio profiles has been illustrated for various types of aerosol events (Saha et al., 2010; O’Neill et al., 2012; Cottle et al., 2013). The SDA methodology has also been successfully applied to extinction coefficient measurements acquired in the Gulf of Mexico by cavity ring-down (CRD) instruments (Atkinson et al., 2009).

In this paper we present a first-time comprehensive extinction coefficient analysis from SDA+ results across diverse environments. We will demonstrate how the SDA+ algorithm can be applied to in-situ field data collected by a TSI 3-wavelength (λ) nephelometer (Anderson and Ogren, 1995) and PSAP, commonly deployed light scattering and absorption measurement instruments. If an SDA+ retrieval applied to such
low-order extinction spectra is successful, an important complementary parameter can be added to the output retrievals of the nephelometer and PSAP. Because there is significant curvature in the scattering coefficient spectrum, and because the contribution of the typically weak-amplitude aerosol absorption coefficient to the curvature is small, the SDA+ method may be further employed to compute fine and coarse mode scattering coefficients.

Unlike total spectral AOD or CRD extinction coefficient measurements, however, application of the SDA+ method to nephelometer and PSAP data sets is susceptible to additional complicating constraints. First, the spectral range of the 3-λ nephelometer and PSAP data is much shorter than sun photometers whose spectra extent nominally spans from the UV to the near-IR (approximately the same range for many CRDs). Thus there is inherently less signal range to construct the first and second order spectral derivatives that are employed here for the SDA+ retrievals. Second, at three wavelengths (i.e., the minimum to calculate a second derivative), individual calibration error in any one band can introduce significant spectral error. The redundancy of the five bands employed in AERONET retrievals reduces the impact of any single band that suffers from such calibration errors. Finally, nephelometer and absorption instruments need state-dependent corrections for particle size dependent truncation and the non-Lambertian light source (Anderson and Ogren, 1995).

In this paper we examine the applicability of the SDA+ algorithm to nephelometer and PSAP data collected by the NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory Atmospheric Chemistry Research Group (PMEL: downloaded from http://saga.pmel.noaa.gov/data/) in eight field campaigns performed between 1997–2008 across three oceans, two hemispheres, and in environments ranging from heavily polluted to relatively clean marine air and from tropical to Arctic (e.g., Quinn and Bates, 2005). In these projects, both fine and sub-10 µm aerosol data were collected. Examining varied data and aerosol species, we compare SDA+-generated fine mode scattering and extinction coefficients derived from measured sub-10 µm scattering and extinction coefficient spectra to those measured by an instrumentally-defined, inter-modal cut-point.
We scrutinize instrument calibration and perform data analysis to infer the importance of precise inputs to the SDA+ algorithm, particularly in low-extinction regimes. We close with an assessment of the suitability of the SDA+ algorithm for in-situ use and with discussions of method strengths and shortcomings.

2 Theoretical basis of the Ångstrom exponent, SDA and SDA+

One of the most common methods for semi-quantitatively estimating the FMF extinction is the use of the classical Ångstrom exponent (sometimes referred to as the Ångstrom coefficient). For clarity, we will refer to the classical Ångstrom exponent using $\alpha$ as opposed to the spectral derivative Ångstrom exponent ($\alpha$) defined later in this section. Eq. (1) defines the original spectral dependence of extinction as derived by Ångstrom (1929):

$$\sigma_{ep} = \sigma_{ep,1} \cdot \lambda^{-\alpha}$$

where $\sigma_{ep}$ is the particle extinction at a particular wavelength ($\lambda$), and $\sigma_{ep,1}$ is the extinction coefficient at a wavelength of 1 µm. In practice, $\alpha$ is merely the linear regression slope of extinction vs. wavelength in log-log space (i.e. Eq. 2):

$$\alpha = -\ln\left(\frac{\sigma_{ep,\lambda_1}}{\sigma_{ep,\lambda_2}}\right) / \ln\left(\frac{\lambda_1}{\lambda_2}\right)$$

In addition to extrapolating extinction coefficients between wavelengths in the shortwave region, Ångstrom (1929) also noted that the value of the classical Ångstrom exponent is a good indicator of aerosol particle size, with $\alpha < 1$ indicative of coarse mode dominated aerosol distributions (FMF less than 0.5), and $\alpha > 2$ indicative of fine mode dominated aerosol distributions (FMF greater than 0.5). For example, Kaufman
et al. (1994) used it as an indicator of the fraction of small particles to large particles in industrial regimes.

Within a given aerosol environment, the classical Ångstrom fit relationship appears robust. For example, both Reid et al. (1999) and Smirnov et al. (2002) have been able to use empirically derived size-Å relationships in their studies. While Å is commonly reported in aerosol optics papers, Reid et al. (1999) noted, based on modeling and observations from Reid et al. (1998), that such a formulation is problematic as the classical Ångstrom fit is heavily wavelength dependent. For red to near infrared wavelengths Å adequately represents a mix of fine and coarse mode influences that becomes progressively more coarse mode dominated as the wavelength increases. In the green or blue spectral region fine particle size and refractive index become increasingly more important in determining the value of Å. Indeed, the aerosol chemistry dictates the refractive indices of the aerosols, as well as their hygroscopic growth (presuming the measurements were made at a RH >∼ 30 %) which can further impact the size distribution and the refractive indices (Tang et al., 1996). When the entire AERONET dataset of AOD was examined, Eck et al. (1999) noted significant departures from the classic Ångstrom fit, supported by more theoretical studies by Schuster et al. (2005).

The SDA methodology was developed as an alternative method for extracting fine and coarse mode AOD at a reference wavelength from the total AOD spectrum. The method hinges on the use of a polynomial fit to three or more appropriately spaced wavelengths to capture the 1st and 2nd derivatives of total AOD (τ_Τ) vs. wavelength, specifically \( \alpha(\lambda) = -\frac{d\ln \tau_\lambda}{d\ln \lambda} \) and its spectral derivative \( \alpha'(\lambda) = \frac{d\alpha(\lambda)}{d\ln \lambda} \) (e.g., “curvature”; Eck et al., 1999; Reid et al., 1999; O’Neill et al., 2001b). It is important to note that \( \alpha \) is the differential calculus analogue of Å: the spectral derivative \( \alpha \) is a pure derivative computed at a specific wavelength from a (differentiable) polynomial fit to \( \tau_\lambda \) while Å is a regression-based average (or approximate) derivative across what is usually a relatively large wavelength range.
The SDA algorithm was further refined to exploit the increased spectral range (UV to short wave infrared or SWIR wavelength) available in the most recent generation of AERONET instruments (O’Neill et al., 2008). This algorithm (SDA+) is an extension of the SDA that employs spectral fits to (a) the SDA fine mode outputs of $\tau_f(\lambda_{ref})$, $\alpha_f(\lambda_{ref})$, and $\alpha'_f(\lambda_{ref})$ at the reference wavelength ($\lambda_{ref}$) of 500 nm, (b) an empirically derived relation for the spectral position and amplitude of the peak in $\alpha_f(\lambda)$ and (c) the asymptotic, long-wavelength limits of the fine mode spectrum (ibid). The fitted outputs of $\tau_f(\lambda)$, $\alpha_f(\lambda)$, and $\alpha'_f(\lambda)$, are then used to derive the analogue coarse mode parameters from the fundamental bi-modal relations for $\tau(\lambda)$, $\alpha(\lambda)$, and $\alpha'(\lambda)$. The original SDA+ motivation of extending the range of input wavelengths into the SWIR was not a factor in the analysis of Sect. 4 as our extinction coefficient data is limited to the visible spectral region. In principle one could employ the SDA using a spectrum of reference wavelengths to do the same thing. However the use of explicit constraints on the fine mode spectrum ensures that the SDA+ output is more spectrally coherent, even in this limited input spectral range.

This SDA+ parameterization, while originally developed for application to AOD measurements, is readily transferable to extinction coefficient analysis by the simple expedient of replacing $\tau$ with $\sigma_{ep}$. First and second derivatives of the spectral extinction coefficient can be computed using a 2nd order spectral polynomial fit to the three measurement channels (450, 550, and 700 nm) and fine and coarse mode scattering and extinction coefficients can be extracted from these direct measurements. The accuracy of this novel application is easily assessed as the SDA+ output can be compared to direct measurements of the aerosol fine and coarse mode scattering and extinction coefficients made during the field campaigns presented in this paper.

3 Missions overview and design

This paper will examine the results of the SDA+ calculations when applied to eight NOAA PMEL data sets collected in multiple marine aerosol regimes, but initially...
focuses on two data sets spanning two hemispheres, representing regimes ranging from highly polluted marine air to relatively clean background marine air. These data were collected from research vessels operated by PMEL during two missions: Aerosol Characterization Experiment – Asia (ACE-Asia); and VAMOS (Variability of the American MOnosson Systems, an international CLIVAR program) Ocean–Cloud–Atmosphere–Land Study (VOCALS).

The NOAA research vessels were outfitted with a multitude of instruments to measure the chemical and physical properties of the in-situ aerosols. The primary aerosol inlet was located in a mast at the bow of the ship 18 m above sea level. The mast was capped with an inlet nozzle that rotated into the relative wind to minimize the loss of large particles. Air was pulled at a rate of 1 m$^3$ min$^{-1}$ and heated to a set RH (see Table 1 for specific RH values for each campaign) (Quinn and Bates, 2005).

Each R/V contained a TSI integrating three-wavelength nephelometer (Model 3563) ($\lambda = 450$ nm, 550 nm, and 700 nm) and a Radiance Research Particle Soot Absorption Photometer (PSAP) located downstream of the nephelometer. During ACE-Asia, there was only one dedicated 3-$\lambda$ nephelometer and one dedicated 1-$\lambda$ PSAP. A valve upstream of the two instruments switched between an impactor with a 10 µm aerodynamic diameter cutoff ($D_{50 \%,\text{aero}}$) and an impactor with $D_{50 \%,\text{aero}} = 1.1$ µm every 15 min, allowing for discrete measurements of sub-10 µm and sub-1.1 µm extinction coefficients. The VOCALS campaign had two dedicated 3-$\lambda$ nephelometers and 3-$\lambda$ PSAPs, and an impactor with a 1 µm diameter cutoff was placed downstream of the first pair of instruments, permitting simultaneous measurement of sub-10 µm and sub-1.0 µm extinction coefficients. The nephelometers were zeroed several times throughout the campaign using filtered air, and truncation errors and nonlambertian illumination errors were corrected using the method described by Anderson and Ogren (1998). The PSAPs were calibrated and corrected for scattering artifacts and deposit spot size as detailed in Bond et al. (1999). Values for both instruments were reported at STP (0 °C and 1013 mb) over an averaging period of 60 min. Table 1 provides more details about the two campaigns.
The wavelengths of the absorption coefficient measurements were matched to those of the measured scattering coefficients, using the classical absorption Ångstrom exponent ($\hat{a}_{ap}$):

$$\hat{a}_{ap} = \frac{-\log\left(\frac{\sigma_{ap,2}}{\sigma_{ap,1}}\right)}{\log\left(\frac{\lambda_2}{\lambda_1}\right)} \quad (3)$$

where $\sigma_{ap,i}$ is the particle absorption coefficient at wavelength $\lambda_i$. During ACE-Asia, when a measured classical absorption Ångstrom exponent was unavailable due to the measurement of the absorption coefficient at only one wavelength, $\hat{a} = 1.5$ was used, except for dust dominated aerosol events (fine mode extinction accounts for less than 25% of total extinction), where $\hat{a} = 2$ was used (Bergstrom et al., 2007; Eck et al., 2010).

4 Results and analysis

The ACE-Asia and VOCALS data sets represent a vast swath of the aerosol particle variability in the marine atmosphere. Located off the coast of Asia, the ACE-Asia cruise experienced clean marine, pollution, dust and volcanic conditions, and nearly every possible combination thereof. For VOCALS, the environment was clean marine with persistent stratus above and injections of pollution from coastal Chile and Peru. The two missions represent two extremes from the PMEL cruise data set collection. We begin our analysis in Sect. 4.1 with our baseline hypotheses, namely, that as is commonly assumed in the community, the classical Ångstrom exponent and SMF are linearly proportional. Here we examine differences between the two parameters for the two missions. In Sect. 4.2 we examine in detail the ACE-Asia campaign data and verify the application of SDA+ for a host of conditions. From there, we examine VOCALS in Sect. 4.3, which, with its very clean conditions, is perhaps the more challenging
data set to analyze. Section 4.4 applies what we have learned to six more data sets collected by NOAA PMEL and discusses best practices for future application of SDA+ to scattering and extinction coefficient measurements.

4.1 Relationships between the Ångstrom exponent and fine mode fraction

As a first analysis step, the nephelometer + PSAP-derived classical Ångstrom exponent (\(\hat{a}\)) was compared to the nephelometer + PSAP-measured SMF for the ACE-Asia and VOCALS cruises. In order to present the most accurate depiction of the relationship, the VOCALS 450 nm nephelometer channel was increased by 5% as is explained in Sect. 4.3. Figure 1 presents the relationship for the entire wavelength span (450–700 nm). Important features are immediately apparent. First, while the relationships are indeed strong within each campaign (\(R > 0.96\)), there is a clear difference in the two missions’ data populations: slope differences are 31%. For entirely coarse mode dominated environments (dust for ACE-Asia, and sea salt for VOCALS), both \(\hat{a}\) values originate near zero- a well-known behavior. But for fine mode dominated environments the relationships diverge markedly. Using the classical Ångstrom relationship for ACE-Asia, a SMF extinction of one is associated with a 550–700 nm classical \(\hat{a} = 2.13\), but the same \(\hat{a} = 2.13\) is associated with a SMF of 0.68 in VOCALS. Furthermore, it is evident that there are cases in the marine environment when the assumption that \(\hat{a} < 1\) indicates a coarse mode dominated aerosol distribution is flawed. Within the ACE-Asia data set the cross-over from coarse to fine mode dominated extinction (SMF extinction > 0.5) occurs at \(\hat{a} = 0.84\).

Figure 1b and c shows the FMF vs. the SDA+ \(\alpha\) at 550 nm for the Ace-Asia and VOCALS data sets respectively. As indicated by Eq. (1) of O’Neill et al., 2003:

\[
\eta = \frac{\alpha - \alpha_c}{\alpha - \alpha_c} = \left(\frac{1}{\alpha_f - \alpha_c}\right) \alpha + \left(\frac{-\alpha_c}{\alpha_f - \alpha_c}\right)
\]

(4)
the dispersion of the FMF ($\eta$) vs. $\alpha_f$ scattergrams can be, at least partly, described by the variation in fine mode particle size (by the variation in $\alpha_f$, where the coarse mode spectral derivative, $\alpha_c$, is the relatively constant coarse mode slope, nominally taken as $-0.15$ in the SDA+ retrieval). An increase in $\alpha_f$ will result in a smaller slope and intercept. This can be seen Fig. 1b and c where the relationship is stratified into ranges of increasing $\alpha_f$ or decreasing particle size. The regression coefficients of the linear fits seen in the graphs is smallest for $\alpha_f < 2$: this is understandable since small values of $\alpha_f$ represent a regime where the retrieval is less dependable (where $\alpha_f$ becomes progressively more confounded with $\alpha_c$ and its associated uncertainty).

4.2 SDA+ results: ACE-Asia 30–40° N Western Pacific Ocean: polluted regime

In our first in depth analysis of the application of the SDA+ method to in situ data, 60 min averages of PM$_{10}$ 3-λ extinction coefficient measurements (450 nm, 550 nm, and 700 nm) as measured by a nephelometer and PSAP during ACE-Asia were used, rather than spectral AOD, as inputs to the code. SDA+ was then used to calculate the fine and coarse mode extinction coefficients, which were in turn compared to fine and coarse mode extinction coefficient measurements made by the PSAP and nephelometer (for which the fine and coarse modes were separated by the 1.1 µm impactor). Additionally the SDA+ method was applied solely to the nephelometer results to examine the applicability of SDA+ to predict fine and coarse mode scattering coefficients.

The ACE-Asia data set was collected over a variety of air masses, ranging from relatively clean marine air to highly polluted Asian continental outflow, with periods dominated by dust from the Gobi desert, dust mixed with pollution from China and/or Korea, and volcanic aerosols mixed with pollution (Quinn et al., 2004). This data set provides us with the greatest opportunity to examine the applicability of the SDA+ methodology to a wide range of environments, aerosol chemistries, and hence particle sizes and indices of refraction.

Figure 2 presents the mission time series of 1.1 µm impactor measured and SDA+-calculated fine mode (FM) extinction (Fig. 2a), the SDA+-calculated FMF and observed...
SMF for extinction (Fig. 2c), and the equivalent relationships for scattering only (Fig. 2b and d). The results show good agreement between the predicted and observed fine mode extinction coefficients and scattering coefficients for low and high scattering regimes and for fine and coarse mode dominated regimes, with low errors (correlation coefficients, RMSEs and mean bias errors (MBEs) are reported in Table 2).

Figure 2 and Table 2 overall show that SDA+, with associated correlation coefficients greater than 0.96, is a viable method for estimating fine mode extinction coefficients when only direct measurements of total extinction coefficients are available. However, there is one obvious bias. Namely, the predicted FMF-to-observed SMF ratio generally falls below the one-to-one line in the bottom graphs of Fig. 2 (associated MBE is greater than 0.08). Such a bias was also observed in AERONET sun photometer data when the SDA was compared to the Dubovik and King retrieved SMF (O’Neill et al., 2003; Eck et al., 2010). That bias was explained by a known fine mode bias in the reference methods: the assumed minimum in the bimodal size distribution for the Dubovik and King AERONET inversions. In our case, the SMF is determined by the strict diameter cut-off of an impactor. In both cases, the reference method fails to account for the tails of the full fine and coarse mode particle distributions. The impactor cutoff diameter for ACE-Asia, \(D_{50\%\text{,aero}}\), was 1.1 µm at RH ≈ 55 %, whereas the optical cutoff for fine mode aerosols used in SDA+ methodology has no physical cutoff diameter. The encroachment of the physical coarse mode aerosol into the measured fine mode scattering described in the introduction would lead to a lower predicted-to-measured value for fine mode extinction coefficient, resulting in SMF extinction values below the one-to-one line in the FMF graphs. This bias is observed in the ACE-Asia results.

We can verify this hypothesis for the observed bias through examination of aerosol volume distributions collected alongside the nephelometer and PSAP data during the ACE-Asia cruise. The size distributions were measured using a DMPS (diameter range 0.020 µm to 6.71 µm) and an APS (diameter range 0.5 µm to 20 µm) where the APS-measured aerodynamic diameters were converted to Stokes diameters using measured chemistry to calculate the aerosol density. The APS data were corrected for
ultra-Stokesian conditions in the instrument jet as well as shape effects (Quinn et al., 2004). Overlapping channels were examined and the first APS diameter channel with a higher count than the corresponding DMPS channel was used to replace overlapping DMPS channels at that aerosol Stokes diameter and for all larger channels. The measurements were made at an RH ≈ 55% (Quinn et al., 2004).

Figure 3 illustrates mean aerosol volume distributions for four of the seven ACE-Asia study periods as defined by Quinn et al. (2004). All seven identified periods had observed minimum particle diameter \(D_{p,\text{min}}\) less than 1.1 µm. As shown in Fig. 3, the period consisting primarily of aerosols originating from Japanese pollution sources (DOY: 96.4–99.2), and for the period of observation during the dust frontal passage (DOY: 101.0–101.3) the mean observed \(D_{p,\text{min}}\) between the fine and coarse mode particles was \(D_{p,\text{min}} = 0.89\) µm. For the period dominated by fine mode volcanic emissions (DOY: 99.3–100.5), the partition was \(D_{p,\text{min}} = 1.00\) µm. The coarse-mode dominated the period containing dust from China and Mongolia and pollution from the Korean Peninsula (DOY: 101.8–103.4), with a partition between the fine and coarse mode of \(D_{p,\text{min}} = 0.71\) µm. It is worth noting that these values are highly dependent on RH. At ambient RHs, the estimated \(D_{p,\text{min}}\) observed by the AERONET was greater than 1.5 µm (Eck et al., 2005), but this is consistent with the highly hygroscopic pollution aerosols present in this region and the high ambient RHs observed during the ACE Asia field campaign (Quinn et al., 2004).

To visualize the coarse mode residual (CMR) contained in the submicron mode (SM) scattering coefficients as determined by the 1.1 µm impactor, we used a combination of Mie-scattering calculations using various assumed \(D_{p,\text{min}}\) and compared these to the FM calculated by the SDA+ divided by the physically measured Ace-Asia sub-1.1 µm nephelometer fine mode scattering coefficients (e.g. FM/(FM + CMR), where FM + CMR = SM). In order to verify the quality of our Mie calculations, we first calculated the Mie-scattering coefficients for the measured total aerosol size-distribution and compared the results to the nephelometer-measured scattering coefficients (Fig. 4), achieving adequate agreement (correlation coefficient values above 0.95). We then
calculated fine mode scattering coefficients for the measured aerosol size distribution up to the $D_{p,\text{min}} = 1.1 \, \mu m$, equivalent to the nephelometer-measured FM + CMR scattering coefficient. The FM scattering coefficient was then recalculated using smaller diameter cutoffs ($D_{p,\text{min}} = 1.0 \, \mu m$, $D_{p,\text{min}} = 0.89 \, \mu m$, $D_{p,\text{min}} = 0.79 \, \mu m$, $D_{p,\text{min}} = 0.71 \, \mu m$) and the results were divided by the $D_{p,\text{min}} = 1.1 \, \mu m$ results. Thus the Mie-calculated $(\text{FM}/(\text{FM} + \text{CMR}))$ allows us to visualize several possible scenarios of CMR contained in the fine mode when applying a cutoff of $D_{p,\text{min}} = 1.1 \, \mu m$. The results agree well with the SDA+ calculations (Fig. 5); the variability in the SDA+ results is expected as the actual CMR will change with changes in the aerosol size distribution.

Both in the low FMF cases and the high FMF cases in Fig. 5, we see that there is obvious encroachment of coarse mode aerosols below the $D_{50 \%} = 1.1 \, \mu m$ cutoff point for fine mode scattering coefficient measurements. This is an illustrative confirmation of the fact that the nephelometer-measured SMF was consistently greater than the FMF calculated by the SDA+ in Fig. 2. The outliers in Fig. 5, where there is a low FMF predicted in the fine mode residual occurs during an observed dust event where even the sub 1.1 µm aerosol is dominated by dust aerosols. Indeed, under the ACE-Asia study conditions, the application of the SDA+ algorithm to total nephelometer and PSAP data appears more representative of fine and coarse mode extinction than the actual use of an impactor.

4.3 SDA+ sensitivity analysis: VOCALS: 0–22° S eastern Pacific Ocean: mixed marine

The ACE-Asia analysis is a good example of the application of the SDA+ method to an environment with a large concentration of aerosols. The VOCALS field campaign, on the other hand, was much more representative of clean marine air, with occasional spikes in the fine mode extinction coefficient caused by local pollution events such as fossil fuel burning emissions and copper smelter emissions from the coast of Chile and Peru (Hawkins et al., 2010). The VOCALS region fine mode particle size may be larger than most regions globally due to sulfates that are cloud-processed in the persistent
Alto Cumulus deck. Eck et al. (2012) show very large retrieved fine mode radius values at the Arica site on the coast of Chile for ambient conditions. These retrievals were associated with very large curvature of the AOD spectra from 380 to 870 nm. The lower aerosol concentrations measured during VOCALS resulted in much lower total extinction coefficients, with means of 30 Mm$^{-1}$, 26 Mm$^{-1}$, and 22 Mm$^{-1}$, for 450 nm, 550 nm and 700 nm, respectively, as compared to the ACE-Asia data set, with mean total extinction coefficients of 135 Mm$^{-1}$, 126 Mm$^{-1}$, and 91 Mm$^{-1}$.

The agreement between SDA+-predicted and observed fine mode extinction coefficient, Fig. 6a, and SMF extinction and FMF extinction, Fig. 6c, is good, but deteriorates in high FMF regimes (associated error statistics are reported in Table 3). There is an overprediction of the fine mode extinction and scattering coefficients at all three wavelengths in high FMF extinction regimes, most particularly in the 700 nm channel. The same pattern is observed with the scattering coefficient (Fig. 6b and d).

Investigation of the biases evident in Fig. 6a led us to examine the sensitivity of the second-order fit in the SDA+ code to small errors in the measurements. We found that particularly at such small levels of total extinction, small input errors can produce large errors in the resulting calculations. Thus, a single wavelength error could have dramatic consequences to the application of the SDA+ method. To test the reproducibility of the (scattering dominated) measured extinction coefficient in the clean marine environment, we performed forward calculations of the scattering coefficient from the aerosol size distributions measured during the VOCALS campaign, and compared them to the nephelometer measurements.

Similarly to the ACE-Asia campaign, the size distributions were measured using the combined results from the DMPS and the APS. For VOCALS, the measurements were made at an RH $\approx$ 60 %. The coarse mode was assumed to be sea salt with a refractive index of 1.54 and a growth factor of 1.75 at 60 % RH, and the fine mode was assumed to be ammonium sulfate with a refractive index of 1.53 and a growth factor of 1.30 at 60 % RH (Tang et al., 1996).
The results of Mie calculations compared to the nephelometer measurements are shown in Fig. 7. While it is dangerous to draw too many conclusions from Fig. 7 due to large uncertainties in the coarse mode size distribution (Reid et al., 2006), and an estimated uncertainty in the calculated scattering coefficient of ±35% (Quinn et al., 2004), we can clearly see the three channels do not respond similarly. Because of the large uncertainty it is difficult to specify if the red channel is underpredicting or the blue channel is overpredicting the scattering coefficient, but our knowledge that the SDA+ is overpredicting fine mode aerosol extinction leads us to conclude there is excessive curvature in the nephelometer output. Thus, we increased the 450 nm measured extinction coefficient by a mere 5% and reran the SDA+ code. The results are shown in Fig. 8 with error statistics in Table 4, and demonstrate a significant improvement over the original results, with lower RMSEs in all three channels. The reader will recall that the outputs for all channels are affected by the change in the 450 nm channel because the 2nd order fit is applied across all three channels within the SDA+ methodology to calculate fine mode scattering and extinction coefficients.

The cause for the error within the 450 nm channel is attributed to a slight degradation (now rectified) of the nephelometer detected during the VOCALS field campaign due to the PMT or the firmware controlling the channel. While difficult to quantify the exact level of degradation in the VOCALS dataset, 5% is a reasonable first estimate, and is within the uncertainty of the calibration corrections. It is worth reiterating that the SDA+ code was originally developed for the AERONET sensors, which have four to eight channels spanning the solar spectrum from the near IR to the UV. Here we are applying a second order fit to three channels in the visible spectrum (i.e. there is no data redundancy to mitigate any single channel error). This means that the second order fit of the SDA+ code is sensitive to small errors in the measurements: a presumed error of 5% in the scattering coefficient in one channel can result in a significant increase in the RMSE of the output of the SDA+ code. Thus, while we believe the physics of the SDA+ retrieval is sound, this exercise demonstrates the necessity for reducing uncertainties in the field measurements to the extent possible.
4.4 Global application of the SDA+

In order to further test the applicability of the SDA+ methodology on data sets spanning the globe, we used the suite of field campaigns performed by NOAA PMEL (http://saga.pmel.noaa.gov/data/) where total and submicron extinction or scattering coefficients were measured (not every campaign listed on the website reported total and submicron scattering or extinction coefficient measurements). Details of the instrumental set-ups are found at the NOAA PMEL website. These field campaigns along with their location and campaign period are summarized in Table 5. Three of the field campaigns were lacking measurements of either submicron absorption or total absorption, so the SDA+ methodology was applied only to the scattering coefficient measurements. ACE-2, ACE-Asia and INDOEX used a single dedicated 3-\(\lambda\) TSI nephelometer (450 nm, 550 nm, 700 nm) and 2 impactors, one with a cutoff diameter of 1.1 \(\mu\)m and the other with a cutoff diameter of 10 \(\mu\)m, which alternated positions upstream of the nephelometer every 15 min. ACE-Asia also had a 1-\(\lambda\) PSAP downstream of the filters, as described in Sect. 3. These measurements were made at 55 \% RH. The remaining campaigns had two 3-\(\lambda\) nephelometers (450, 550, and 700 nm) which measured at an RH of approximately 60 \%. The first nephelometer measured scattering due to aerosols with aerodynamic diameters of less than 10 \(\mu\)m and the second measured scatter due to aerosols with aerodynamic diameters of less than 1 \(\mu\)m. Except for the NEAQS 2004 campaign, each campaign also had two PSAPs (Radiance Research) that reported sub-10 \(\mu\)m and sub-1 \(\mu\)m absorption at three wavelengths (467, 530, and 660 nm) and an RH ranging between 25 \% to 60 \%. The measured absorption coefficients were subsequently corrected to match the nephelometer wavelengths using the classical absorption Ångstrom coefficient, but any effects due to differing RHs were ignored. All measurements were averaged over 60 min.

Some modifications were necessary to the input data set, as described in the notes column of Table 5. Primarily the slight deterioration of the 450 nm nephelometer channel described in Sect. 4.3 was evident in two campaigns in the subsequent years.
following VOCALS. Furthermore, during ACE-2, there were periods where the measured scattering coefficients from the 450 nm, 550 nm, and 700 nm channel appeared to have an inverse curvature. While it is possible that this is a real phenomenon (e.g. fog droplets present), it is also possibly an error in instrumental calibration. Only measurements where $\sigma_{e,450\text{ nm}} > \sigma_{e,550\text{ nm}}$ and $\sigma_{e,550\text{ nm}} > \sigma_{e,700\text{ nm}}$ were used. The results presented in Table 5 show the good agreement between measured and SDA+-calculated fine mode scattering and extinction coefficients across multiple oceans, hemispheres, and marine environments, with the strong caveat that measured total scattering and extinction coefficients must be accurate for the SDA+ methodology to work.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

The successful use of the SDA+ algorithm applied to nephelometer and PSAP data, as well as to nephelometer data alone, not only verifies the application of the method to in situ data, but by inference verifies the method as a whole. Indeed, while the application of the SDA+ algorithm is consistent with the much more advanced Dubovik and King retrieval, previous assessments of the SDA+ method has largely been by inference. Here we demonstrate the consistency of the optical method against a true benchmark and thus verify the method as a whole. Clearly, the SDA+ methodology is suitable for separating the fine and coarse mode extinction coefficients from measured total extinction, with low RMSEs for high and low aerosol extinction regimes, with large and small FMF and for data sets spanning the globe. However there are several caveats for interpreting any SDA+ data set derived in general as well as specifically from nephelometer and PSAP data sets.

Interpretation of any error in the SDA+ calculated FMF as compared to measurements must take into account the cut-off diameter for the measured fine mode extinction coefficients. As the coarse mode aerosol population frequently creeps below conventional cut-off diameters, and as the SDA+ methodology has no assumed aerosol cut-off diameter, in some instances, the SDA+ calculations may be more relevant, within
a context of bi-modal distributions that extend beyond the artificial particle size limits imposed by fine-mode inlet filter, than the measured SMF.

Perhaps the most pressing requirement for the application of the SDA+ (and SDA) methods is scrupulous attention to instrument calibration. Without a doubt, the previous successful application of the SDA method to AERONET sun photometer data is largely due to the network's well-earned reputation of solid instrument calibration. The breadth of wavelengths used from the near UV into the near IR increases curvature signal while reducing the influence of isolated channel mis-calibration. In contrast, the second order fit of the SDA+ method to the measured extinction coefficients at the three wavelengths in the visible spectrum commonly used by the nephelometer and PSAP can cause the SDA+ output to be extremely sensitive to small errors in the extinction coefficient input. This underscores the need for careful calibration of all field instruments.

Ultimately, the SDA+ methodology shows significant improvement over current status quo of using Ångstrom exponents to estimate the contribution of fine mode aerosols to scattering and extinction coefficients where direct measurements of fine and coarse mode contributions are not available. Accurate use of Ångstrom exponents to estimate the contribution of the fine mode aerosols to the total scattering or extinction regime requires measurements of the relationship between the two to be taken inasmuch as the slope between the Ångstrom exponent and the SMF can change due to changes in aerosol size distribution, chemistry and hygroscopicity. Since this feature is, at least in part, built into the SDA+ (cf. Fig. 1) then its performance is, for this reason and because it accounts for 2nd order spectral curvature, an improvement over the current status quo method. Thus the SDA+ methodology can increase our knowledge of fine mode scattering and extinction and the contribution of anthropogenic aerosols to total aerosol extinction in global and historical data sets which currently lack explicitly measured fine and coarse mode data set.
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### Table 1. Campaign overview.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campaign</th>
<th>ACE-Asia</th>
<th>VOCALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Western North Pacific east of Japan</td>
<td>Southeast Pacific Ocean along the Peruvian and Chilean coast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>Mar to Apr 2001</td>
<td>Oct to Dec 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Vessel</td>
<td>NOAA R/V <em>Ronald H. Brown</em></td>
<td>NOAA R/V <em>Ronald H. Brown</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephelometer</td>
<td>One nephelometer ((\lambda = 450) nm, 550 nm, and 700 nm); RH (\approx) 55 %</td>
<td>Two dedicated nephelometers ((\lambda = 450) nm, 550 nm, and 700 nm); RH (\approx) 60 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSAP</td>
<td>One PSAP ((\lambda = 550) nm); RH (\approx) 55 %</td>
<td>Two PSAPs ((\lambda = 467, 530,) and 660 nm); RH (\leq) 25 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impactor Cutoff</td>
<td>The primary inlet was outfitted with two impactors with (D_{50%}\text{,aero} = 1.1) µm and (D_{50%}\text{,aero} = 10) µm. An automated valve switched between the two impactors every 15 min.</td>
<td>An initial (D_{50%}\text{,aero} = 10) µm impactor was placed at the primary inlet and a second impactor with a cutoff at (D_{50%}\text{,aero} = 1.0) µm was placed downstream of one nephelometer and one PSAP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Error of the Extinction Coefficient</td>
<td>(\pm 14% ) at the 95% confidence level for an averaging period of 30 min (Quinn and Bates, 2005)</td>
<td>(\pm 5% ) for an averaging period of 60 min (PMEL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Masses Encountered</td>
<td>Complex mixtures of marine, volcanic, pollution and/or dust sources originating from Asia (Quinn and Bates, 2005)</td>
<td>Marine regimes with periods of polluted continental air originating from South America (Hawkins et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 2.** Fit statistics for measured and SDA+ calculated output from Fig. 2a through d.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics – ACE-Asia</th>
<th>450 nm</th>
<th>550 nm</th>
<th>700 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correlation coefficient for FM</td>
<td>0.99/0.99</td>
<td>0.98/0.98</td>
<td>0.96/0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scattering/extinction coefficients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE for SMF and FMF</td>
<td>0.10/0.10</td>
<td>0.12/0.12</td>
<td>0.14/0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scattering/extinction coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBE for SMF and FMF</td>
<td>0.08/0.08</td>
<td>0.10/0.10</td>
<td>0.13/0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scattering/extinction coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3. Fit statistics for measured and SDA+ calculated output from Fig. 6a through d.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics – VOCALS</th>
<th>450 nm</th>
<th>550 nm</th>
<th>700 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient for FM scattering/extinction coefficient</td>
<td>0.98/0.98</td>
<td>0.96/0.96</td>
<td>0.91/0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE for SMF and FMF scattering/extinction coefficient</td>
<td>0.12/0.12</td>
<td>0.14/0.14</td>
<td>0.15/0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBE for SMF and FMF scattering/extinction coefficient</td>
<td>−0.07/−0.07</td>
<td>−0.09/−0.08</td>
<td>−0.09/−0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Fit statistics for measured and SDA+ calculated output from Fig. 8a through d.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics-Corrected VOCALS</th>
<th>450 nm</th>
<th>550 nm</th>
<th>700 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient for FM scattering/extinction coefficient</td>
<td>0.99/0.99</td>
<td>0.98/0.98</td>
<td>0.97/0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE for SMF and FMF scattering/extinction coefficient</td>
<td>0.09/0.08</td>
<td>0.07/0.07</td>
<td>0.05/0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBE for SMF and FMF scattering/extinction coefficient</td>
<td>−0.07/−0.06</td>
<td>−0.02/−0.02</td>
<td>−0.01/0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Global application results for SDA+ methodology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Campaign</th>
<th>Location and Period</th>
<th>Air Masses Encountered</th>
<th>RMSE for SMF and FMF Scattering / Extinction Coefficients</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>450 nm 550 nm 700 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE-2</td>
<td>NE Atlantic Ocean, Jun–Jul 1997</td>
<td>Predominately pollution aerosols advected from Europe</td>
<td>0.14/NA 0.16/NA 0.19/NA</td>
<td>Any measurements $\sigma_{e,450 \text{ nm}} &lt; \sigma_{e,550 \text{ nm}}$ or $\sigma_{e,550 \text{ nm}} &lt; \sigma_{e,700 \text{ nm}}$ were thrown out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE-Asia CALNEX</td>
<td>NW Pacific Ocean, Mar–Apr 2001</td>
<td>Mixtures of marine, volcanic, pollution and/or dust</td>
<td>0.10/.11 0.12/.13 0.14/.17</td>
<td>Increased 450 nm nephelometer channel by 5 %, as per VOCALS campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NE Pacific Ocean, May–Jun 2010</td>
<td>Primarily marine with periods of agricultural, vehicular, oil refinery, and shipping pollution</td>
<td>0.13/0.11 0.09/0.07 0.08/0.07</td>
<td>Increased 450 nm nephelometer channel by 5 %, as per VOCALS campaign; 90 &lt; DOY &lt; 110, as defined by campaign sample area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICEALOT</td>
<td>North Atlantic Ocean, Mar–Apr 2008</td>
<td>Primarily marine regimes with periods of Arctic haze</td>
<td>0.20/.14 0.18/.11 0.14/.08</td>
<td>Increased 450 nm nephelometer channel by 5 % – see Sect. 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDOEX</td>
<td>North Indian Ocean, Jan–Mar 1999</td>
<td>Pollution aerosols from Indian subcontinent and Arabian peninsula</td>
<td>0.12/NA 0.13/NA 0.15/NA</td>
<td>No changes to the data set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAQS 2004</td>
<td>NW Atlantic Ocean, Jul–Aug 2004</td>
<td>Varying from unprocessed urban plumes to background marine</td>
<td>0.11/NA 0.11/NA 0.10/NA</td>
<td>No changes to the data set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TexAQS 2006</td>
<td>NW Atlantic Ocean, Texas Gulf, Jul–Sep 2006</td>
<td>Diverse, including ship pollution, unprocessed industrial outflow, and aged pollution</td>
<td>0.07/.07 0.08/0.08 0.08/0.09</td>
<td>No changes to the data set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOCALS</td>
<td>Tropical SE Pacific Ocean, Oct–Dec 2008</td>
<td>Marine regimes with periods of polluted continental air</td>
<td>0.09/0.08 0.07/0.07 0.05/0.06</td>
<td>Increased 450 nm nephelometer channel by 5 % – see Sect. 4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Correlation between (a) the classical Ångstrom coefficients ($\hat{\alpha}$) and the measured Sub-micron Fraction (SMF) extinction for ACE-Asia and VOCALS and stratification of the spectral derivative Ångstrom ($\alpha$) with calculated Fine Mode Fraction (FMF) during the (b) ACE-Asia and (c) VOCALS campaign.
Fig. 2. A time series (a) of the measured and SDA+-calculated fine mode extinction coefficient and (b) the measured and SDA+-calculated fine mode scattering coefficient acquired aboard the R/V Ronald H. Brown (PMEL) during the ACE-Asia campaign. Bottom graphs show (c) Fine Mode Fraction (FMF) extinction predicted by SDA+ vs. the equivalent Submicron Fraction (SMF) derived from PSAP and nephelometer extinction coefficient measurements, and (d) the FMF scattering predicted by SDA+ vs. equivalent SMF using only nephelometer measurements. A one-to-one line is provided for reference in (c) and (d). Fit statistics are found in Table 2.
Fig. 3. Mean Aerosol Volume distributions during four periods of observation during the ACE-Asia field campaign.
Fig. 4. Measured total scattering coefficients from the ACE-Asia field campaign compared to the scattering coefficients calculated using the aerosol size distributions and Mie scattering calculations. The time series shown in (a) through (c) are limited to DOY 90–110 as representative (so as to increase readability).
Fig. 5. Calculated fine mode (FM) divided by fine mode plus coarse mode residual (FM + CMR, where FM + CMR = Submicron mode (SM)) in the nephelometer measured fine mode scattering coefficient. The output was calculated four times using Mie scattering and measured size distributions, with different diameter cutoffs. The solid red line is the SDA+-calculated FM divided by the Nephelometer-measured submicron mode (FM + CMR). The measured Submicron Fraction (SMF) is included for reference.
Fig. 6. A time series (a) of the measured and SDA+-calculated fine mode extinction coefficient and (b) the measured and SDA+-calculated fine mode scattering coefficient acquired aboard the R/V Ronald H. Brown (PMEL) during the VOCALS campaign. The time series shown in (a) and (b) are limited to DOY 315–335 as representative of clean marine conditions, so as to increase readability. Bottom graphs show (c) Fine Mode Fraction (FMF) extinction predicted by SDA+ vs. the equivalent Submicron Fraction (SMF) derived from PSAP and nephelometer extinction coefficient measurements, and (d) the FMF scattering predicted by SDA+ vs. equivalent SMF using only nephelometer measurements. A one-to-one line is provided for reference in (c) and (d). Fit statistics for these figures are found in Table 3.
Fig. 7. Measured total scattering coefficient from the VOCALS field campaign compared to the scattering coefficient calculated using the aerosol size distributions and Mie scattering calculations.
Fig. 8. A time series (a) of the corrected measured and corrected SDA+-calculated fine mode extinction coefficient and (b) the corrected measured and corrected SDA+-calculated fine mode scattering coefficient during the VOCALS campaign. The corrected nephelometer values include a 5% increase in the 450 nm scattering coefficient input. The time series shown in (a) and (b) are limited to DOY 315–335 as representative of clean marine conditions, so as to increase readability. Bottom graphs show (c) Fine Mode Fraction (FMF) extinction predicted by SDA+ vs. the equivalent Submicron Fraction (SMF) derived from PSAP and corrected nephelometer extinction coefficient measurements, and (d) the FMF scattering predicted by SDA+ vs. equivalent SMF using only corrected nephelometer measurements. A one-to-one line is provided for reference in (c) and (d). Fit statistics for these figures are found in Table 4.